The New 3 R's of Educotion
by Heodmoster Thomos W. Needhom
Our children all hate to hear it; "Well back in my day.
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During the time before computers, before cell phones, before
electricity and during the time that dinosaurs roarned the earth,
the Three R's of education were readirt', writin', and rithmetic.
If you mastered these three areas, you were considered successful
and you found satisfting employment.
However, Hill Tops relationships with a growing number of
corporate partners show us that employers require so much
more than mere rote memory of facts and figures. Today, our
graduates are asked to demonstrate a sense of responsibility for

their productiviry their successes and failures, and ultimately for
their independence. Employers are also looking for workers who
understand the importance of relationships to achieving success.
Finally, supervisors need to know that employees can be resilient
by learning from mistakes and persevere to get it right.
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Relationships
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Resiliency

The national unemployment rate in the U.S. is at record lows.
This means that virtually anyone who wants to work can
find a job. Even with these statistics, The Centers for Disease

Conffol estimate that fewer than 55o/o of individuals with
autism will actually have jobs 6 years after they graduate from
high school. We understand that our ASD children require
a wide variety of support systems which have proven to help

our children soar. Unforfunately, upon reaching the highlysought-after, high school graduation day, parents find that the
coordinated supportive services and communication with helpful
professionals abruptly stops.

In addition, employment training and further education to
pteparc for employment and independence is often difiicult to
find and even more daunting to match each person's abilities and
challenges. The funding and resources that
were once available through schools often
ends after high school graduation, or the
age of 21. In addition, these resources are

often tied to an individual's IQ and level of
disability. As a result, parents of Hill Top
sfudents fypically find that their graduates
are unlikely to qualiff for further training
and support.

Hill Top alumni and others with similar
learning profiles, require a hybrid model that
contains the supports and understanding
sensitive to their changing needs.
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In May 2017,Ht1l Top's Board of Trustees granted a threemonth sabbatical during which I studied the issues of
employment and independence. Most specifically:
. What programs currently exist?

. Can we clearly define the needs of young adults in our
geographic area?

. What can Hill Top contribute to help its students be
successful after graduation?
Ultimately, answers to these questions will help to determine
ways that Hill Top can meet needs for its alumni by providing
post-graduation support during and after college so that
individuals who struggle in traditional environments can obtain
meaningful employment and live independently.

Background on Programs Offered to Current Students
Nearly 50 years since its founding, Hifl Top has developed a
strong brand with an ever.growing presence il the market as an
academic environment serving sfudents in grades 5 through 12
who struggle in traditional school communities due to complex
learning differences including ASD.

While HIll Top's cuniculum has focused on achieving
a traditional High School diploma accredited with the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, an Employability and Training
Program has been added to the curriculum. This coursework
meets an identified need to provide students with work
experience and internships, as well as to expose them to common
expectations of today's work environment. This coursework is
delivered at three levels and provides an array of work experience
and internships on and off campus during high school.

In addition, Hill Top now offers experiential learning in
entrepreneurial skills through a series of Enfrepreneurship
courses in which students are challenged to identif,/ societal
needs and address them from project planning through
execution. These efforts have includedproduct andprogram
development, sales, event planning and fundraising.- to name a
few of the real-time experiences offered under the guidance of
industry professionals.

Hill Top

has also incorporated a{we-dayboarding program

whichprepares young men for independqnce
through dormitory life with real-time experience that includes
meal preparation, housekeeping and relationship building.
cal7ed Straff House

To help prepare sfudents for independence, summer
programming has also expanded with Pathways to
Independence, a four-week residential program that helps to
preparc students for independence through life in a college

dormitory. The summer also offers students with an experience
as they work as part of a
problem-solving team called, Summer Innovators.

in a simulated corporate world

Lastly, Hill Top offers an intensive year-long post-graduate
prcgram. Through uHorizons', students learn to manage
increased independent life, college and work experience after the
security of high school.

Findings on Employability and
Independence Beyond

Hilt Top

In my research, I ftaveled over 4,100 miles meeting with
professionals studying ways to promote independence for ASD
individuals after high school. I read more than2} books and
scoured the world wide web for research. Ibegan to assemble
resources and a greater vnderstanding of our sfudents' needs, as

well

as the resources avatlable

from Boston to Florida.

While there arc many programs for individuals diagnosed
with complex learning differences in our area, these programs
mainly exist for individuals who are needier, more dependent,
or younger than Hill Top graduates. Additionally, many colleges
now support neuro-diverse students with a wide anay of
programs with self-disclosure at the time of application.

Education outside the home: My

interactions during this
sabbatical showed me that programs do exist for young adults who
need to learn these skills of the Tbree R's or refine them. Away
from home, the focus in these programs is placed on building
relationships, less reliance on family, learning from mistakes as
opportunities for greater success in the future, basic self care and

conftibuting to society.
Mansfield Hall,

Parents and professionals from Boston to Florida identi{r
Inilepenilence as the focus in promoting success into adulthood
my take as headmaster is the need to focus on the new Three R,s
of education -- Responsibility, Relationships and Resiliency.
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Independence can only huly be achieved if dependence on
the home is reduced over time and engagement with others
increases. Achieving the Three Rts requires teaching and

practice to ultimately realize aftve sense of independence
through two educational opporfunities.

l. Education while still in the home

explained, "My young adult clients can't contribute to meaningful
relationships with roommates or life parfilers when they have
never learned how to contribute to the living environment. They
arert't expected to do chores, care for their own living space,
contribute to social situations or contribute to a more positive
experience for others." A DC professional insists that parents
focus on pushing their ASD children in the home setting. She
explains, "The investnentof etergy and resources expended
during these busy but influential years will pay huge dividends not
only to the family while their child is maturing, but also because
this child will take these skills with him into adulthood."

setting.

2. Education in programs outside of home that provides
ever increasing expectations to get it done.

a

northern Vermont program for neurodiverse

college students uses a visual image of being in a plane and arriving
at a new destination. Mansfield explains to parents that they

"provide their child with a smooth landing with a long runway".
Their hope is to develop an understanding for parents that a quality
program outside the home will help a young adult ultimately
reacha destinafion of independence, weather potential storms or
turbulence and allow each student sufficient time for the practice
and experience that necessary to safely reach his/her destination.
Responsibility, Relationships and Resiliency are the new
Three R's for Hill Top sfudents. A ffue understanding of these
influences on their lives and their performance in the world
around them will result in increased independence andgreatet
potential for success as adults.

Education in the home: A common theme among
professionals is a sftuggle for patients,/students to fransition
into independence largely because parental expectations are

limited at home. Opportunities to practice skills associated
with Three R's are often ignored mostly as a result of parents
admittedly taking the path of lesser resistance, inconsistenfly
enforcing age appropriate expectations, and "rescuing" children
from sfruggles and frusffation. Consistently, professionals
attribute aninternalized sense of responsibility, struggle with
relationships and a lack of resilience to parents failing to use
"teachable moments" in younger years. One Boston professional
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You can read more about Tom Needhbm's sabbatical in his
blog entifled, "Aspergerts & Autism, Achieving Independence After
High School' which includes more than20 posts highlighting his
experiences.https://hrlltopprepschool.blogspot.com/
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